Transmission resonances and Bloch states for a periodic array of delta function potentials Am. J. Phys. 81, 190 (2013) There are no particles, there are only fields Am. J. Phys. 81, 211 (2013) Wave transmission through periodic, quasiperiodic, and random one-dimensional finite lattices Am. J. Phys. 81, 104 (2013) Additional information on Am. J. Phys. Second quantization is a powerful technique for describing quantum mechanical processes in which the number of excitations of a single particle is not conserved. A textbook example of second quantization is the presentation of the simple harmonic oscillator in terms of creation and annihilation operators, which, respectively, represent addition or removal of quanta of energy from the oscillator. Our aim in this article is to bolster this textbook example. Accordingly, we explore the physics of coupled second-quantized oscillators. These explorations are phrased as exactly solvable eigenvalue problems, the mathematical structure providing a framework for the physical understanding. The examples we present can be used to enhance the discussion of second-quantized harmonic oscillators in the classroom, to make a connection to the classical physics of coupled oscillators, and to acquaint students with systems employed at the frontiers of contemporary physics research.
I. INTRODUCTION
"First quantization" may be thought of as the transition from classical to quantum mechanics, wherein the position and momentum of a particle are considered to be operators and no longer commute. In a typical physics curriculum a study of the physical properties of a "first-quantized" system is often initiated with a calculation of the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the corresponding Hamiltonian. Such calculations can be found in textbooks for the particle-in-a-box, the harmonic oscillator, and the hydrogen atom, for example, Ref. 1 .
By contrast, "second quantization" regards the wave field itself as a quantum variable. [2] [3] [4] This is a powerful approach for describing physical processes involving the creation and annihilation of quanta of excitation of a single particle. A textbook example of (bosonic) second quantization typically involves the description of the simple harmonic oscillator in terms of creation and annihilation operators.
1 These operators are then used to solve the relevant eigenvalue problem.
However, few pedagogical articles or texts on quantum mechanics provide accessible elaborations on this introductory material, leaving students with only a minimal appreciation of the power and utility of the second quantization approach. We present such an elaboration in this article, based on coupled second-quantized oscillator systems that play a role in the well-established subject of quantum optics 5 and in the newly-emerging field of optomechanics. 6, 7 Our focus on coupled oscillators also draws motivation from classical mechanics, where such systems are useful for introducing important concepts such as normal modes. 8 We introduce the physics of coupled second-quantized oscillators by phrasing our examples as exactly solvable eigenvalue problems. The demonstrations we present may be used to consolidate and extend the classroom example of the second-quantized harmonic oscillator mentioned above, may serve as an elementary introduction to techniques for solving eigenvalue problems in second quantization formalism, and may be employed to acquaint students with physical systems associated with canonical science as well as cutting edge research.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Sec. II reviews the second quantization of the harmonic oscillator; Sec. III presents examples involving coupled oscillators; Sec. IV suggests some problems for the reader, and Sec. V supplies a conclusion.
II. REVIEW OF THE SIMPLE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR
We begin with the quantum Hamiltonian of a simple harmonic oscillator of mass m and frequency x m in one dimension,
where q and p are the position and momentum operators, respectively, obeying the commutation relation
where h is Planck's constant divided by 2p.
A. Creation and annihilation operators
We now implement the transformations
where
In doing so, we introduce the creation ða † Þ and annihilation (a) operators which can be readily shown, using Eq. (2), to obey the commutation relation ½a; a † ¼ 1: Using these transformations allows us to rewrite Eq. (1) in terms of the creation and annihilation operators
Below we will often drop the constant term in Eq. (4) as it merely shifts the energy.
B. Number states
The operator a † a is called the number operator as it measures the number of quanta contained by the oscillator. The eigenstates of the number operator are the number states jni, with n ¼ 0; 1; 2; …, which correspond to the presence of exactly n quanta in the oscillator:
It follows that jni are also the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (4), which, therefore, has eigenvalues
The annihilation and creation operators can be shown to decrease and increase, respectively, the number of quanta in a number state by one,
One advantage of introducing the creation and annihilation operators is that it allows us to treat, using the same formalism, a mechanical oscillator as well as an optical oscillator (i.e., an electromagnetic wave). We now describe some elementary physical operations that can be performed on a harmonic oscillator and which are useful in the consideration of coupled-oscillator problems.
C. Displacing the oscillator
One of the simple physical operations that can be carried out on an oscillator involves displacing it in position. As is taught in quantum mechanics, 9 such displacements can be mathematically generated by the exponential of the momentum operator, i.e., by
where a is a real number that determines the amount of displacement. 10 The effect of D(a) on other operators can be found by using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff relation, which states that for two operators A and B,
for any complex number k. Setting A ¼ aða † À aÞ; B ¼ a, and k ¼ i in Eq. (9) , it can be shown that only the first two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (9) survive, giving
where the second relation follows from taking the Hermitian conjugate of the first. The demonstration that D † ðaÞqDðaÞ effects a translation on q is left as an exercise for the reader (see Question 1, Sec. IV).
D. Squeezing the oscillator
Another operation that can be performed on the oscillator is an increase of its frequency x m . This can be thought of as a stiffening of the parabolic potential confining the oscillating particle, leading to a decrease (or "squeezing") in the spread of the oscillator position and a corresponding increase in the uncertainty in momentum. Mathematically, this process can be implemented by the squeezing operator 5 SðnÞ ¼ e
where n is a real number that determines the degree of squeezing.
11
The effects of squeezing on the dynamical variables of interest can be found by employing Eq. (9) . After a calculation similar to that which yielded Eq. (10) we find
Using these relations and Eqs. (3) the reader can prove to herself that the squeezing operator of Eq. (11) reduces the uncertainty in the oscillator position q and increases commensurately the uncertainty in the oscillator momentum p (see Question 2, Sec. IV).
III. COUPLED OSCILLATORS
Armed with the tools presented in Sec. II, we now introduce several eigenvalue problems involving coupled secondquantized oscillators. Our strategy for solving the eigenvalue problems may be stated as follows. We first describe the physics underlying the corresponding Hamiltonian. Then we use that knowledge to construct a constant of motion for the problem, the operator corresponding to which commutes with the Hamiltonian of interest and therefore does not change with time. Lastly, incorporating the eigenstates of the constant of motion, we solve for the desired eigenvalues.
A. Cross-Kerr effect
As a warm-up exercise, we begin with the cross-Kerr Hamiltonian of quantum optics 12
The physical interpretation of this Hamiltonian is quite straightforward, as it simply involves a coupling of the energies of two oscillators. One can rewrite Eq. (13) as
and think of the effect of the b oscillator simply as causing a shift in the resonance frequency of the a oscillator, the magnitude of the shift depending on the number of quanta in the b oscillator. Therefore H CK offers a way to measure the number of quanta in an oscillator-a measurement of fundamental importance-as a shift in the resonance frequency of another oscillator. 12 Not surprisingly, the effect described by H CK forms the basis of various applications in quantum measurement and information; in practice, the effect can be realized by two monochromatic light beams of frequencies x a and x b , respectively, interacting inside a solid state crystal that provides the required coupling g CK . 13 Now we try to find constants of motion for the problem. Inspection of Eq. (13) readily shows that the number of quanta in both oscillators is conserved, i.e., ½a † a; H CK ¼ ½b † b; H CK ¼ 0: Therefore we might expect that an eigenstate of the system would simply be the product of the respective number states, i.e., jn a ijn b i. Indeed, using this guess for an eigenstate with Eq. (13), we find the corresponding eigenvalues defined by H CK ½jn a ijn b i ¼ E n a ;n b ½jn a ijn b i, E n a ;n b ¼ hx a n a þ hx b n b þ hg CK n a n b :
B. Optomechanical system with linear coupling
Our next example consists of an optical oscillator (of frequency x a and represented by the operators a and a † ) coupled to a mechanical oscillator (of frequency x b , mass m, and represented by the operators b and b † ) and is described by the Hamiltonian 6,7
where g l represents the coupling between the two oscillators. We can justify the Hamiltonian of Eq. (16) and derive an expression for g l in a simple way with reference to Fig. 1 , which shows an optical resonator made of two highly reflective mirrors. One of the mirrors is fixed in position, while the other is suspended as a pendulum. In the absence of radiation in the resonator, this second mirror occupies an equilibrium position L. However, if light is injected into the cavity, the corresponding radiation force, in conjunction with the restoring force of the pendulum, generally moves the mirror to a position L þ q, where q ( L.
14,15
The mechanical motion is considered to be slow enough to avoid scattering of photons into other optical modes supported by the cavity, and therefore we consider only a single cavity resonance. We also assume lack of dissipation (such as photons leaking away from the cavity) and noise in the system, which have to be accounted for in more realistic models. 6, 7 Proceeding further, we note that the first and second terms of Eq. (16) correspond to the energies of the optical and mechanical oscillators, respectively. The third term in Eq. (16) , which represents the "optomechanical" interaction between the two oscillators, can be accounted for as follows. Each photon in the cavity carries a momentum hk, where k ¼ 2p=k; k being the wavelength of the light. Assuming a perfectly reflecting moving mirror, the reflection of a single photon reverses the photon motion completely, thus transferring momentum 2 hk to the moving mirror. Assuming the fixed mirror is also perfectly reflecting, this momentum transfer occurs once every round trip time 2L/c. The (average) force on the moving mirror due to a single photon is given then by the rate of change of momentum 2 hk=ð2L=cÞ ¼ hx a =L, where we have used x a ¼ ck; the total force due to all the photons in the cavity is therefore hx a a † a=L: The work extracted by the optical oscillator in moving the mechanical element from L to L þ q is found to be À hx a a † aq=L. 
We note that the derivation just supplied is quite intuitive, but not rigorous. This is because we have used concepts from classical mechanics, such as force, to derive an expression which is clearly quantum mechanical, as indicated by the presence of h in the third term of Eq. (16) . Also, we have assumed that the optical force remains constant as the mechanical element moves. This is not quite correct, as the motion of the second mirror changes the length of the optical resonator, and therefore the number of photons in the cavity. An extensive and rigorous derivation of the above results, free of the mentioned issues is, however, available in the literature. 16 The physical system shown in Fig. 1 can be used as an ultraprecise optical sensor of the mechanical displacement of the moving mirror, and versions more sophisticated than described in this article are currently employed in the search for gravitational waves predicted by Einstein's theory of general relativity. 17 The same physical system has also been recently used to optically cool an oscillating nanomechanical cantilever to its quantum-mechanical ground state, ushering in a new direction in the exploration of quantum physics at macroscopic length and mass scales. 18 We now try to find a constant of motion for Eq. (16) . First, we notice that for g l ¼ 0 we have ½a † a; H l ¼ ½b † b; H l ¼ 0. Thus, the system eigenstate in this case is simply jn a ijn b i: For g l 6 ¼ 0 we find that ½a † a; H l ¼ 0 while ½b † b; H l 6 ¼ 0; this implies that the optical contribution to the system eigenstate will still be jn a i, but the mechanical contribution will not be jn b i. We recall at this point that the third term of Eq. (16) describes the displacement of the mechanical oscillator due to an optical force. Thus we might suppose that the mechanical contribution to the system eigenstate will consist of displaced number states DðaÞjn b i, where DðaÞ ¼ e aðb † ÀbÞ ; with the displacement parameter a possibly depending on n a . Thus, we will make the eigenstate ansatz [19] [20] [21] 
where a will be determined by enforcing the eigenvalue equation
As shown in Appendix A, the eigenvalue equation holds if Fig. 1 . Schematic diagram of the optomechanical system discussed in Sec. III B. The core of the setup involves an optical cavity made of two nearly perfectly reflecting mirrors, one fixed in position and the other suspended as a pendulum. In the absence of radiation, the pendulum occupies an equilibrium position L. When laser radiation at a wavelength k, chosen to be close to a resonance of the optical cavity, excites the system, optical and pendulum forces act to move the mirror to a position L þ q. Each photon incident on the moving mirror carries linear momentum hk that is totally reversed on reflection.
Together with Eq. (18), Eq. (19) implies that the mechanical eigenstates are given by number states displaced by an amount proportional to the number of photons n a in the partnering optical state. This reflects the classical fact that the mechanical oscillator is displaced in proportion to the intensity of the light field acting on it. The eigenvalues are found to be 20, 21 (see Appendix A)
If the last term in Eq. (20) is written as hg l n a ðg l n a =x b Þ, it can be intuitively understood using the description of the third term in Eq. (16) [supplied just before Eq. (17)]. This term can thus be thought of as the energy lost by the optical oscillator that exerts a force hg l n a that shifts the equilibrium position of the mechanical oscillator by the distance g l n a =x b .
20

C. Degenerate parametric downconverter
Our next example consists of the degenerate downconverter from quantum optics, 5 with the corresponding Hamiltonian
Although this Hamiltonian appears to involve only a single harmonic oscillator, the underlying mechanism requires the involvement of two oscillators. A more accurate description of the relevant system is given by
Note the relationship of the two oscillator frequencies (x b ¼ x a =2). The term ab †2 in the Hamiltonian of Eq. (22) represents a process in which an optical photon at a frequency x a is "destroyed" by a solid-state crystal and two photons are "created," each of exactly half the frequency. Usually intense light at frequency x a is used and, the process of downconversion being inefficient, few photons of frequency x a /2 are actually produced (most of the x a photons simply pass through the crystal without interacting with it). In such a situation, it is reasonable to think of the oscillator with frequency x a classically; this means that the operator a can be replaced by a classical field A and is often called the parametric approximation. 5 In general A is a complex number, but in this particular case, it is possible to choose it to be real simply by setting the phase of the corresponding classical field to zero. Substituting a ! A in Eq. (22) With some modifications, the physical system described by the Hamiltonian of Eq. (21) can be used for fundamental tests of quantum mechanics such as devised by Bell. 22 Also, it can be incorporated in arrangements that generate lownoise optical radiation to enhance the sensitivity of measuring devices. 17 Now we look for the constants of motion of the problem. Inspection of Eq. (21) shows that for g DC ¼ 0, we have ½b † b; H DC ¼ 0 and therefore the eigenstates of H l are given by the number states jn b i. However, ½b † b; H DC 6 ¼ 0 when g DC 6 ¼ 0 so there does not seem to be an obvious constant of motion for this problem. In this case, some insight can be gained by noting that Eq. (21) can be rewritten as
The first term of Eq. (23) shows that the effect of the coupling g DC is to lower the frequency of the oscillator. On the other hand, the second term, which is proportional to the square of the position of the oscillator q ¼ q 0 ðb þ b † Þ, indicates an addition to the parabolic potential and therefore acts to increase the frequency of the oscillator. The last term merely signals an overall shift to the energy spectrum and is not physically important.
Based on these observations, we might suppose that the net effect of the coupling in Eq. (21) is to produce some change in the frequency of the oscillator. Therefore, the eigenstates of H DC are possibly squeezed number states SðnÞjn b i; where SðnÞ ¼ e nðb †2 Àb 2 Þ and n is to be determined by enforcing the eigenvalue equation
As shown in Appendix B, we find that the eigenvalue equation can be satisfied if
in which case the eigenvalues are given by
D. Optomechanical system with quadratic coupling
The Hamiltonian of the next system of interest is [23] [24] [25] [26] 
This Hamiltonian can be realized by slightly modifying the arrangement of Fig. 1 to the one shown in Fig. 2 . In this new arrangement, the optical mode of frequency x a is still supported by a cavity made of two reflective mirrors, but these mirrors are now both fixed in position. The mechanical degree of freedom is provided by a semitransparent membrane placed between the two mirrors. However, the term representing the interaction between the optical and mechanical modes cannot be obtained by a simple semiclassical argument as provided prior to Eq. (17) in the case of linear coupling. A rigorous derivation of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (26) is straightforward, but lengthy, and will not be presented here. The interested reader can find such a derivation in Ref. 25 , which supplies explicit expressions for x a and g q in terms of the length of the cavity and the position and transmissivity of the membrane. The configuration of Fig. 2 has been realized in a pioneering experiment 24 and forms the basis of proposals that describe the exploration of quantum behavior in small living organisms such as viruses. 27 At this point, we have accumulated enough intuition and technique from the previous sections to state the solution of
V. DISCUSSION
Our aim in this article has been to elaborate on the standard textbook example of second quantization of the simple harmonic oscillator, usually presented in terms of creation and annihilation operators. Accordingly, we have provided several exactly solvable eigenvalue problems involving coupled second-quantized operators. The solutions to these problems necessitate an understanding of the underlying physical processes in each case. We have drawn on examples from the established field of quantum optics as well as from the frontier area of optomechanics. The material provided in this article can be used to substantiate discussion of second quantization in the classroom, to explore the classical limit of quantized oscillators, and to acquaint students with some tools at the cutting edge of modern quantum mechanics research.
APPENDIX A: MATHEMATICAL DETAILS OF SECTION III B
In this appendix, we present the details of the eigenproblem solved in Sec. III B. These manipulations are straightforward but a trifle cumbersome. To begin, we consider, using Eqs. (16) and (18), Fig. 2 . Schematic diagram of the optomechanical system discussed in Sec. III D. The core of the setup involves an optical cavity made of two mirrors, both fixed in position. A partially transparent optical membrane is suspended inside the resonator as a pendulum and remains at the equilibrium marked "0" in the absence of radiation. When light is injected into the resonator, the combined action of the optical and pendulum forces moves the mirror a distance q away from its initial equilibrium position. 
